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Agenda Topics
• Welcome
• Stats Update
• Pilot and Next Steps for O.P.
• Student Eligibility & Communications
• Whiteboard Tool
• Retakes and Retesting Reminders
• Retakes in the Future
• Underage Testers
• Spanish-Language Testing Next Steps
• Additional Information/ Educator Resources
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OP Pilot Update – Testing Numbers
As of this morning, August 4:
• Student’s earning a GED credential: 1,445
• Students have credentialed in every GED-offering state
• Total subject tests/modules delivered: 8,900+
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Pilot Phase and Next Steps for O.P.
• Pilot phase continues as the O.P. option become more robust,

and conversations about policies and state rules/laws continue
• Pilot phase is expected to continue through August, and will
transition to a more long-term offering when it is codified and
added formally by state agreements and contracts
• Important note to ease your worries…
• GEDTS will not end O.P. delivery as an option in your state

between the transition period from pilot to longer-term testing
option.
• A few states may determine not to utilize O.P. beyond the pilot, but with
the resurgence of COVID-19 cases we believe that most all or all
states will desire to keep O.P. as a testing option for students
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Student Eligibility & Communications
• Most all states have turned on auto-eligibility for students who

score a GED Ready “Green” score
• Exceptions as of Aug. 5
• CT, DC, SC have unique state approval processes
• PA has a more rigorous state residency requirement – students must
submit proof of residency to the state GED office
• OH testing is on hold at the state’s request while they continue to
evaluate the testing option against state rules and requirements

• Comms:

• Currently students see O.P. information and registration information

once they score ”green”.
• All students in TX now see O.P. messaging and information on their
GED.com accounts – regardless of GED Ready status
• Beginning sometime the week of August. 17th all students in autoeligible states will see O.P. messaging and information in their
GED.com accounts
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Student Eligibility & Communications
(cont.)
• Comms:
• Students can see general O.P. information on the GED student blog
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Whiteboard Tool
• For test security reasons, students may not use physical scratch
paper or dry erase boards on O.P.
• TT now have access to this additional functionality/tool in
addition to the Scratch Pad tool on all test subjects
• With this new tool, student can copy/paste questions, draw
shapes and lines, zoom in and out, erase/clear, or resize and
move the whiteboard around the screen.
• It is important that students and educators understand the tool
and can practice before testing day.
• Students will see screenshots and details on how to use the
tools on the “Test Day” section of their GED.com accounts.
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https://home.pearsonvue.com/onvue/whiteboard
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Students and Educators Can Practice with the
Whiteboard
https://home.pearsonvue.com/onvue/whiteboard
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Calculator – On-Screen Only for O.P.
• Handheld calculators are not allowed
• On-screen calculator same as GED Ready
• Tutorial available on GED.com under
“Free Classroom Materials”
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Current Retest, Retakes and No-Show Rules
for O.P. Reminder
• Retests – due to a failed test launch/technical issues before the

test is launched and the student does not see test items – are
allowed on O.P.
• Retests – due to an internet connection or VUE system issue,
once verified, where students have seen test items – are
allowed only in a test center
• Retakes – due to a failed test attempt – must be done in a test
center. Students may request voucher on their GED.com
account for a discounted retake in a test center
• Discounted retakes (moving from a test center to O.P.) do not
apply
• No-shows – failure to show up for appointment will result in
forfeit of testing fees/voucher.
• Reminder: students may cancel or reschedule up to 15 minutes before
their scheduled appointment with no penalty
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Future Plans for O.P.
• Retakes: We are working on publishing additional test forms,
and configuring systems to allow for at least one retake per
subject in the coming months

• Accommodations: Additional accommodations are being added
periodically, based on the accommodations roadmap

• Underage testers: We are currently working with states to

determine process and eligibility. We anticipate this option – at
least for 17 year old's – to be available later this month.
• Each state will determine eligibility by age. A few states could prohibit
testing for those under 18, or for those under 17.
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Future Plans for O.P. (continued)
• Spanish-Language Testing:
• Spanish-language test forms are ready for O.P. testing; however, the

full testing experience isn’t yet available in Spanish language
• GED.com experience is completely translated
• Parts of the O.P./OnVUE experience are currently not available in
Spanish (some check-in steps, and greeters/proctors most likely are
not bilingual at this time).
• A parallel Spanish-language OnVUE experience may not be fully built
until Q1. 2021.
• We are currently exploring options and collecting feedback from
programs and educators
• Ultimately states will provide guidance to GEDTS and either ban or
allow Spanish-language GED testing in O.P. with some Englishlanguage test process components
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Educator Communications/Resources
GED.com/educators_admins/test_admin/
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In Session – The Best Way to Get Information
Quickly/Reliably Delivered to You

Sign-up link
located at the
bottom/footer of
every
“Educator & Admins”
page on GED.com
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Conclusion
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